NLC Data Update 3

Release of the NLC 2000 Working Dataset

This is the third update in the Data Update Series for the Negotiating the Life Course data. These updates are to ensure that NLC data users are aware of any changes made to the data. If you have any queries concerning the following data update or suggestions for changes to the NLC data (new variables you have created or variables that you would like created) please email nlc@anu.edu.au.


The second wave of the Negotiating the Life Course data (2000) is now available through the Australian Social Science Data Archive (ASSDA). The second wave follows on from the original data collected in 1997, reporting the changes that have occurred in NLC respondents' lives. The second wave contains data about the following subjects:

NLC Wave 2 categories:

- DEMOGRAPHICS
- RELATIONSHIPS
- EDUCATION
- EMPLOYMENT
- RETIREMENT
- CARING
- COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
- CHILDREN AND CHILDCARE
- HOUSEHOLD RESPONSIBILITIES
- INCOME
- HEALTH
- RELIGION
- ACHIEVEMENTS
- HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION

ACCESSING THE WAVE 2 DATA

Please direct any questions about the NLC (2000) to nlc@anu.edu.au. The NLC (2000) dataset is also available from nlc@anu.edu.au.